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Evolution, in the cosmic sense, from the nothingness of the 
universe before the big bang and the alleged initial singularity, 
from which all energy, and hence all matter (i.e hydrogen gas), 
is alleged to have arisen, to the formation of our solar system, to 
the origin of life itself, to the evolution of man on Earth, has 
many fatal flaws. For that reason the title of this book (about 
these issues) makes use of the plural form of the expression 
"Achilles' heels". 

In cosmology it is cosmic evolution that can be shown to be 
nothing more that cosmic mythology -- a philosophical belief 
system. Cosmology when it tries to answer the question of the 
origin of the Universe itself is rendered not to be science but a 
philosophy, nothing more than a meta-physical belief system.  

The following article was first published in Evolution's Achilles' 
Heels (Chapter 7, but slightly edited here). The book is available 

from Creation Ministries International.  

A Brief History 

Edwin Hubble  Credit: Wikipedia 

Eighty years ago (1929) the astronomer Edwin Hubble discovered 
what has now become known as the Hubble Law. That was the 
discovery that redshifts1 of the spectral lines seen in the light of 
nearby galaxies have a simple relationship to the distances to those 
galaxies.  The further away the object, the greater the redshift. This 
result was interpreted to mean that the Universe is expanding. 
Interestingly, Hubble himself did not strongly believe in the 
expanding universe idea and at times wrote that redshifts result from 
some hitherto-undiscovered mechanism.2 Hubble’s discovery 
answered one of the big science questions of the day, by showing that 
our galaxy is not the whole universe. Some of the ‘nebulae’ seen in 
telescopes were actually separate galaxies, and these galaxies were rushing away from our own galaxy 
in all directions. 



Several years before, in 1917, Albert Einstein had developed his own cosmology from his general 
theory of relativity. But Einstein’s universe was static. When Einstein heard about Hubble's discovery, 
he scrapped his static (stationary) universe and proclaimed it as his ‘biggest blunder’. Einstein's 
cosmology had included a ‘cosmological constant’ (L), a fudge factor added to his equations to 
counteract the attractive effect of gravity. We’ll soon see that Einstein’s blunder has come back again 
to haunt us.  

Lemaitre and Einstein    Credit: Wikipedia 

In the decade after the publication of Einstein’s 1917 paper, two 
cosmologists, Alexander Friedmann3 and Abbé Georges 
Lemaître,4 working independently, found the same solution to 
Einstein’s field equations in 1922 and 1927, respectively.5 This 
provided the mathematical model—now called the Friedmann-
Lemaitre model—to describe the expanding universe discovered 
by Hubble.  Lemaître himself described his theory as ‘the 
Cosmic Egg exploding at the moment of the creation’. It became better known as the ‘Big Bang 
theory,’ a term coined as a derisive comment by Sir Fred Hoyle while being interviewed on BBC radio 
around 1950.  
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George Gamow,6 a former student of Friedmann, predicted in 
1948 that leftover radiation from the big bang fireball should 
be observed today, with a temperature variously between 5 K 
and 50 K 7 (he revised his prediction over time, eventually 
arriving at the higher temperature). By 1965 Arno Penzais and 
Robert Wilson, two Bell Laboratories radio astronomers, 
discovered, somewhat serendipitously, the Cosmic Microwave 
Background (CMB) radiation, coming from all directions on 
the sky and with a temperature near 3 K (-270° C).  For this 
they were awarded the Nobel Prize in 1978.8 This discovery gave big bang cosmology an enormous 
boost. Coupled with the redshift evidence for an expanding universe, it seemed that the big bang was 
all but proven. 

Cosmology the philosophy 

Even though he derided the idea of a big bang, Hoyle was an atheist and believed in an eternal 
universe without beginning or end. The model that now bears his label, the ‘Big Bang’, has an origin in 
time and has become the dominant worldview of the majority of the scientific community.  Here is a 
very important and crucial point: the big bang theory is accepted a priori as the correct description 
for the origin and structure of the Universe. The mathematical model that describes the expansion 
from a singularity at the big bang to the present is believed to be the correct history of the Universe. 



The irony is that an absolute beginning ex nihilo points to a transcendent cause of the Universe 
beyond space and time. Yet, most proponents of this worldview today are on the atheist side of the 
debate. Thus, many big bang believers have sought to find a naturalistic cause to the universe. Once 
one understands the philosophical nature of the issue, however, all objections raised to date against 
the cosmogony described in the first chapters of Genesis cannot be sustained, as explained below. 
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Over the last decade, the claim hasbeen made 
that the big bang theory has been further 
strengthened by precise observations of the CMB 
radiation from several space-borne telescopes—
COBE, WMAP and PLANCK.9 From this have 
come claims of ‘precision cosmology’ 10,11 and 
more Nobel prizes.12 The astrophysicist George 

Smoot, who led the team that launched the COBE space telescope, described the detected anisotropies 
(microscopic ripples) in the 3 K temperature of the CMB radiation as ‘the handwriting of God.’ 
Terminology like this, that interprets the ripples in the cosmic background radiation as though one 
were reading God’s journal of the first days of creation gives, clues to the real nature of the belief 
system. 

But one should not be deceived by idle comments like these. At most, this is a reference to a deist’s 
god, who fired up the initial explosion and since then has had little else to do. This is not a reference 
to the Creator of the Bible, but to some impersonal ‘force’ at most, or even to the Universe 
itself.13 Physicists often make such references when they refer to the requirement that the laws of 
physics be finely tuned in order for life to exist. They even call this the “Goldilocks universe”;14 not too 
hot, not too cold, but just right. In such a place, the laws and constants of nature are so finely tuned 
that life just had to evolve, to their mind. 

Methods have been devised to test this theory.  But this is not the same as the repeatable experimental 
or operational science performed daily in laboratories worldwide. In cosmology, one can only make 
observations. Models are constructed for some feature being tested and statistics are taken.  Generally 
this means large numerical simulations—calculations that simulate mock galaxies in a mock universe, 
for example. Certainly any models that fail to reproduce observations can be excluded, but one cannot 
interact with the Universe; one cannot even make a direct measurement of the size of a galaxy! The 
Universe is too vast and the astronomer is limited to what he receives with his telescopes. Interpreting 
any measurement involves the use of a set of assumptions. Hence there are many possible models, 
including those the researcher has not yet imagined. As a result, this branch of science is very weak, 
when compared to the work of the experimentalist in a lab. 

We might ask, with all the modern technology—including space-borne telescopes like the Hubble 
Space Telescope and numerous others, and large, earth-based telescopes with adaptive optics and 
advanced supercomputers for image processing and simulations—hasn’t the evidence now been firmly 
found to establish the big bang as correct?  The following citation (emphases added) from a 2007 



article in the prestigious journal Science includes quotes from three well known cosmologists. The 
author states (my emphases added): 

“Researchers have measured the temperature variations in the CMB so precisely that the 
biggest uncertainty now stems from the fact that we see the microwave sky for only one Hubble 
volume [i.e. only one possible observable universe—JH], an uncertainty called cosmic 
variance. ‘We’ve done the measurement,” [Charles] Bennett says. ‘It’s not going to get any 
better.’ 

“That barrier to knowledge, some argue, is cosmology’s Achilles’ heel. ‘Cosmology 
may look like a science, but it isn’t a science,’ says James Gunn of Princeton 
University, co-founder of the Sloan survey [currently the biggest large-scale survey of millions 
of galaxies—JH]. ‘A basic tenet of science is that you can do repeatable experiments, and you 
can’t do that in cosmology.’ 

“‘The goal of physics is to understand the basic dynamics of the universe,’ [Michael] Turner 
says. “Cosmology is a little different. The goal is to reconstruct the history of the 
universe.” Cosmology is more akin to evolutionary biology or geology, he says, in which 
researchers must simply accept some facts as given.” 15 

This is the state of cosmology today. Now let’s unpack this a little. What are they really talking 
about?  Since we have only one universe, they cannot test their theories on another; they cannot 
compare and make deductions based on the different outcomes of an experiment. This is what we do 
in the lab. Bennett admits this and that it is the best we have. 

But this lack of ability to experimentally test the model is, by the big bang cosmologists’ own 
admission, the Achilles’ heel of cosmology. In reality, cosmology is what we call historical science, 
because it tries to reconstruct the past history of the Universe from observations we make today. It is 
no stronger than constructing the unknown-yet-assumed geological history of our planet or the 
putative sequences of biological organisms that produced a microbiologist from a microbe over 
several billion years. It was the presupposition of denial of biblical authority, particularly regarding 
the Creation and Flood accounts, which led to long-age beliefs about the earth. It then followed that 
geological evolution led to biological evolution.16  ‘Cosmic evolution’ is the application of the same 
sorts of naturalistic (no Creator) assumptions to the origin of the earth and all heavenly bodies, the 
universe itself. Despite heroic efforts to portray it as ‘God’s way of creating’, the big bang in fact 
epitomizes the currently fashionable model: a fully materialistic system of cosmic evolution. 

So, you see, cosmology is not so much about empirical science but about a philosophy—a worldview. 
What are you prepared to accept as a fact? No evidence stands on its own. It is all interpreted in light 
of the worldview of the researcher, the cosmologist in this case. He is not trying to disprove or falsify 
his model; it is accepted as the ‘truth’ and then evidence is accumulated to establish that truth, 
especially in the minds of the wider lay audience. Often the evidence is chosen based on the model, 
then cycled back to ‘establish’ it even further. This is what is now referred to as ‘precision cosmology’. 
Examples of this will be discussed below.  
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Cosmologist George F. R. Ellis candidly explained, 

“People need to be aware that there is a range of models 
that could explain the observations. For instance, I can 
construct you a spherically symmetrical universe with 
Earth at its center, and you cannot disprove it based on 
observations ... you can only exclude it on philosophical 
grounds. In my view there is absolutely nothing wrong in 
that. What I want to bring into the open is the fact that 

we are using philosophical criteria in choosing our models. A lot of cosmology tries to hide 
that.” 17 

The cosmological principle 

The standard big bang FLRW model18 (the modern version of the Friedmann–Lemaître model), relies 
on the ‘cosmological principle’, which states that distribution of matter throughout the Universe is 
homogeneous (or uniform) and isotropic (the same in all directions). That is, regardless of when or 
where an observation is made from, on the large scale, you see the same thing. Without this 
assumption there is no model, and the principle is believed today more by blind faith than by 
observation. I will say it again: the cosmological principle is not the consequence of observational 
evidence, it is the starting assumption used in interpreting all such evidence. 

The cosmological principle is, historically, an extension of the Copernican principle, which states that 
the earth does not occupy a special place in the Universe and that observations made from Earth can 
be taken to be broadly characteristic of what would be seen from any other point in the Universe at 
the same epoch. That principle broke with the Ptolemaic geocentric system which had the Earth at the 
centre of the Universe. Ptolemy’s system was not the biblical view. Certainly, the Bible promotes the 
idea that we are at the centre of His attention and purpose, but there is no biblical prerequisite for a 
geocentric universe.  In the 16th and 17th centuries, it was the scientific scholars of the day, not the 
Bible, that were in opposition to the discoveries of Copernicus and Galileo.19  Some in the Church 
were persuaded by the geocentric believers, just as many in the church today have been persuaded by 
secular scholars to accept the big bang story for the history of the Universe, in contradiction to the 
account in Genesis.  

However, there are those who now challenge the veracity of the cosmological principle. The CMB 
itself has produced results that are inconsistent with a homogeneous and isotropic universe. The 
famous ‘Axis of Evil’20 (in the direction perpendicular to the quadrupole and octupole axes) is a 
preferred direction in the sky—making the Universe analogous to a birefringent crystal21 with a 
preferred axis—and comes from measurements of those ripples in the CMB radiation.  This preferred 
direction means that some features of the CMB ripples (anisotropies, small temperature variations 
from the uniform 2.725 K as shown in right top image) are aligned around that direction in space, 
which, if confirmed, would strongly contradict the cosmological principle. And as some observers 



have pointed out, the ripples in the 
CMB data (especially those from 
the WMAP and the PLANCK space 
telescopes) do not appear to be 
consistent with the big bang 
picture. 

The more recent PLANCK satellite 
data has confirmed the alignment 
(the Axis of Evil) found in the 
WMAP data and in the PLANCK 
data it is seen out to much higher 
multipole expansion terms, than 
just in the quadrupole and octupole 
components).  Amazingly, the ‘Axis 
of Evil’ even seems to be aligned 
with the plane of the solar system 
and the path of the Sun in the sky 
(the ecliptic).  But how could that 
be if it is relic radiation left over 
from the big bang itself? 

Nevertheless, the presuppositional 
underpinnings of the big bang are 
quite obvious. The now famous 
Friedmann–Lemaître equation is a 
result of that cosmological 
assumption. But is that assumption 
valid? Physicist Richard Feynman 
succinctly describes the problem: 

“… I suspect that the 
assumption of uniformity of 
the universe reflects a 
prejudice born of a sequence 
of overthrows of geocentric 
ideas. … It would be 
embarrassing to find, after 
stating that we live in an ordinary planet about an ordinary star in an ordinary galaxy, that our 
place in the universe is extraordinary … To avoid embarrassment we cling to the hypothesis of 
uniformity.” 22 

 



The challenge 

There are not many cosmologists and astrophysicists that are so frank in their descriptions of the state 
of cosmology today. Why is that? Is it because the unverifiable starting assumptions are inherently 
wrong? But some brave physicists have the temerity to challenge the ruling paradigm—the standard 
big bang ΛCDM inflation cosmology.23  One of those is astrophysicist Richard Lieu of the University of 
Alabama, Huntsville. Lieu wrote (my emphasis added): 

“Cosmology is not even astrophysics: all the principal assumptions in this field are 
unverified (or unverifiable) in the laboratory … because the Universe offers no control 
experiment, i.e. with no independent checks, it is bound to be highly ambiguous and 
degenerate.’ 24,25 [emphasis added] 

This seems a fair analysis, because cosmologists today have invented all sorts of stuff that has just the 
right properties to make their theories work, but stuff that has never been observed in the lab. Things 
like the mysterious ‘dark matter’ and ‘dark energy’. Lieu says they have become ‘comfortable with 
inventing unknowns to explain the unknown.’ 

But does a universe teeming with unobservable exotica really reflect reality?  Or does the Emperor 
need new clothes? Lieu wrote (my emphasis added): 

“…astronomical observations can never by themselves be used to prove ‘beyond 
reasonable doubt’ a physical theory. This is because we live in only one Universe—the 
indispensible ‘control experiment’ is not available. There is no way to interact and get a 
response from the Universe to test the theory under question, like an experimentalist might do 
in a laboratory experiment.  At most the cosmologist collects as much data as he can and uses 
statistical arguments to try to show that his conclusion is likely.  …. Hence the promise of using 
the Universe as a laboratory from which new incorruptible physical laws may be established 
without the support of laboratory experiments is preposterous …”24 

Five ‘unknowns’ 

Lieu lists five evidences where cosmologists use ‘unknowns’ to explain ‘unknowns’, and hence he says 
they are not really astrophysicists.  Yet these evidences are claimed to be all explained (and in the case 
of the CMB even predicted26) by the big bang ΛCDM inflation model.  None of them are based on 
laboratory experiments and they are unlikely ever to be explained this way.  They are: 

1. Galaxy redshifts, explained by expansion of space, 
2. CMB radiation, explained as the afterglow of the big bang, 
3. Rotation curves of spiral galaxies,27 explained by dark matter, 
4. Distant supernovae dimmer than expected, hence an accelerating universe, explained by dark 

energy, 
5. Flatness and isotropy, explained by cosmic inflation. 



Emphasized in bold are the five ‘unknowns’ that the big bang community want you to just accept by 
faith. As an experimentalist, I know the standards used in so-called ‘cosmology experiments’ would 
never pass muster in my lab, where I have built the world’s most stable cryogenic ‘clocks’ that we use 
to test Einstein’s theories.28  Yet it has been said we are now living in the era of ‘precision 
cosmology.11  Cosmologist Max Tegmark said: 

“30 years ago, cosmology was largely viewed as somewhere out there 
between philosophy and metaphysics.  You could speculate over a bunch of 
beers about what happened, and then you could go home, because there 
wasn’t a whole lot else to do … .  [But now they are closing in on a] 
consistent picture of how the universe evolved from the earliest moment to 
the present.” 11 

Max Tegmark Credit: Wikipedia 

How can that be true if none of Lieu’s five evidences can be explained by ‘knowns’?  They are 
explained by resorting to ‘unknowns’, with a sleight of hand that allows the writer to say, ‘We are 
closing in on the truth.’  I recall Nobel Laureate Steven Chu speaking to a large gathering of high 
school children on the occasion of the Australian Institute of Physics National Congress at the 
Australian National University in 2005.  He said that we now understand nearly all there is to know 
about the Universe, except for a few small details, like what are dark energy and dark matter. The 
irony that, by his own statements, about 95% of the stuff in the Universe is allegedly made of these 
was seemingly lost on him. 

We are told that we live in a universe filled with this invisible, unobserved extraordinary stuff—25% 
dark (unobserved) matter and 70% dark energy.  But what is this stuff that we cannot detect, yet is 
supposedly all around us?  For 40 years, one form or another of dark matter has been sought in the 
lab—the axion, for example.  This is a hypothetical particle which, if it existed, would have ‘cleaned up’ 
some problems in physics of the 1980s. Hence, it was named after a brand of laundry detergent. 
Today again it is of interest to astronomers and particle physicists because if it exists and has certain 
properties, it can be invoked as a component of some cold versions of the hypothesized exotic dark 
matter that supposedly makes up 85% of the matter in most galaxies, which in theory includes our 
own. This conjecture has arisen, in part, because of the anomalous dynamics observed in the motions 
of particles in the arms of most spiral galaxies.  And though enormous effort has gone into trying to 
detect the elusive particles from our own Galactic halo, all endeavours have so far failed.29 

Long before these efforts, scientists invoked dark matter to explain puzzling dynamics in the solar 
system, such as an imaginary planet, named Vulcan, hiding behind the Sun, to account for the 
discrepancy with the orbit of the planet Mercury.  But Einstein solved that problem with his general 
theory of relativity.  Back then what was needed was new physics, not some unseen dark matter.  Is 
this the same situation today? 30 

And today we also have dark energy that is supposedly driving the Universe apart at an even faster 
pace than in the past. 



“New evidence has confirmed that the expansion of the universe is accelerating under the 
influence of a gravitationally repulsive form of energy that makes up two-thirds of the cosmos. 

“It is an irony of nature that the most abundant form of energy in the universe is also the 
most mysterious.  Since the breakthrough discovery that the cosmic expansion is accelerating, 
a consistent picture has emerged indicating that two-thirds of the cosmos is made of ‘dark 
energy’—some sort of gravitationally repulsive material.” 31 [emphasis added] 

Even the expansion of space, also called cosmological expansion, has not been experimentally verified 
in any earth-based or solar-system-based experiment. It totally relies on the fact that the Hubble law 
can be derived from Einstein’s general theory. Theory says it results from the finite speed of light and 
an increase in the size of the universe during the time the light was travelling to Earth from a distant 
galaxy. The nature of Einstein’s tensor theory permits different mathematical solutions; but there is 
no guarantee that they describe the physical reality.  The indeterminacy results from not knowing the 
correct boundary (or initial) conditions. And all evidence for cosmological expansion comes from the 
cosmos itself.  

G299 Type Ia supernova remnant. Credit: Wikipedia 

Supernovae (exploding stars) are among the brightest light 
sources in the sky. Astrophysicists believe they have successfully 
understood the origin of a certain class of these explosions using 
general relativity theory, where a white dwarf star, after 
accumulating sufficient mass from a companion star to reach a 
critical limit, catastrophically collapses in on itself under its own 
gravity. It then explodes in a blinding flash of light. The 
luminosity of the explosion rapidly increases, peaks, and then 
slowly decreases over days and months. By modeling this it is 
believed that one can understand what the intrinsic brightness at the peak of the explosion was and 
hence one can establish, for a certain class of these supernovae, a ‘standard candle’. The theory says 
that the intrinsic brightness at the peak of the explosion is the same for all supernovae in this class, 
the type Ia, which are identified from their spectra. If you know their intrinsic brightness, you can 
theoretically determine their distance in the cosmos. Then, using the redshifts of their host galaxies 
and the Hubble redshift-distance relation, as derived from the standard cosmology, the theory can be 
tested with the matter density (mostly dark matter), the dark energy density and the Hubble constant 
as the only unknown parameters which need to be determined. 

From this, astronomers have determined not only that the Universe is expanding, but also that the 
expansion is accelerating. These type Ia supernovae are the very best evidence for expansion of the 
cosmos.32 But, in order to make their observations fit the standard cosmology, they have had to add a 
significant amount of dark energy with a non-zero value for the cosmological constant (Λ) and also a 
significant amount of dark matter.33 Without them, the ΛCDM big bang model seriously fails to 
describe the observed luminosities. 



Some critics even claim selection bias.  Since one cannot determine the absolute luminosities of the 
candidate supernova without assuming a cosmology, the values of the above-mentioned parameters 
in the standard concordance model (30% matter, which includes about 25% dark matter, 70% dark 
energy, and a Hubble constant of 70 km/s/Mpc) are used to choose the candidates, whose intrinsic 
luminosities must lie in a narrow range. The acceptable ones are then used to test the same model, 
and therefore determine values for the dark matter and dark energy densities. This is circular 
reasoning; select only the candidates that fit the desired luminosity-distance criteria and use them to 
determine the luminosity distance.34 

One of the consequences of cosmological expansion is time dilation. When the light curves, which 
show the rise and fall in luminosity of the supernova explosion, are compared at increasing redshifts, 
their time axes with respect to the observer at the earth should be stretched due to time dilation. In 
other words, processes that follow a flow of time in the distant cosmos are slowed relative to Earth 
time, i.e. when observed from Earth. It is claimed that time dilation has been clearly observed in the 
light curves of these supernovae and is provided as definitive evidence for expansion.35 Yet, no time 
dilation has been observed in the luminosity variations of quasars,36  which are thought to be at very 
great distances, as interpreted from their large redshifts and the Hubble Law. The data have been 
collected over 28 years and the evidence against time dilation associated with quasars is robust. No 
time dilation means no expansion over cosmological time. How can these contradictory claims be 
reconciled?  There is a mounting body of evidence along additional lines that suggests the Universe is 
not expanding, evidence that can be better interpreted within a static universe.37 

In the post-WWII era, after US declassification of nuclear reaction rates, George Gamow and his 
student Ralph Alpher performed calculations using the hot big bang scenario. These produced the 
relative abundance of helium in the Universe. They claimed this as a successful prediction of the big 
bang theory. But critics have said that they knew the answer from astronomical measurements before 
they began and accused them of fiddling the result—certainly it was not a prediction.  However, it has 
been claimed by others that the remnant ‘afterglow of the big bang’ could not be classified as an ad 
hoc postdiction.  Is that really true?  The CMB radiation could only be claimed as a successful 
prediction of the big bang theory if it could be proven that there is no other possible cause, otherwise 
it commits the logical fallacy of affirming the consequent.38 Also, other mechanisms had been 
suggested for a uniform background radiation filling the Universe, even before its 1965 discovery.39  

If the CMB radiation is from the big bang, it would be from the most distant background source in the 
sky. That means all closer objects, like galaxy clusters, should cast a shadow in their foregrounds.40 
Lieu, Mittaz and Zhang (2006)41 showed that when 31 relatively nearby clusters of galaxies were 
studied for any decrement in temperature, a shadowing of the CMB radiation by the clusters, it was 
only detected in 25% of the clusters—statistically insignificant. They looked for the expected 
temperature decrement of the X-ray-emitting intergalactic medium via the Sunyaev-Zel’dovich effect 
(SZE) and found sometimes even a heating effect. Bielby and Shanks (2007)42 extended that work in 
38 clusters to show that not only was the SZE less than what was expected but that it tended to 
progressively disappear for redshifts from z = 0.1 to z = 0.3. Their result is statistically equivalent to a 
null result (no shadowing) at about the 2σ level. 



CMB radiation should cast a shadow in the foreground of galaxy clusters, but it does not. 

This result then brings into doubt the fact that the CMB radiation is from the background, i.e. from 
the big bang, and therefore whether cosmic expansion is even a valid hypothesis. 

According to the standard big bang model, over 95% of the mass/energy content of the universe is 
extraordinary. Its very existence is inferred from the failure of the Standard Model of particle physics 
and Einstein’s general relativity to describe the behavior of astrophysical systems larger than a stellar 
cluster (clusters of stars much smaller than the average galaxy).  We are also told that the very 
homogeneity and isotropy of the universe is due to the influence of an inflation field whose particle-
physics identity is completely mysterious even after a three-decade-long theoretical effort. This is 
Lieu’s last unknown—inflation—the theorized extremely rapid exponential expansion of the early 
universe by a factor of at least 1078 in volume, lasting from 10−36 seconds after the big bang to some 
time between 10-33 and 10-32 seconds.43 It was invoked to solve a number of serious problems yet it 
still beggars belief. It invokes an unknown exotic entity totally ad hoc, without any physical 
justification. 

The identity of dark energy is a serious problem in cosmology and is linked with the 
famous cosmological constant problem. Astronomically the cosmological constant is determined 
from the dark energy density required to make the ΛCDM big bang model fit observations as 
described above. However using various approaches theoretical particle physicists have tried to 
calculate its value assuming it results from vacuum energy. If the universe is described by an effective 
local quantum field theory down to the Planck scale (near 10-33 cm), theorists get a very big number. 
This stems from the fact that most quantum field theories predict a huge value for the quantum 
vacuum (i.e. that there is a lot of energy in “empty” space). But the cosmological constant determined 
from astronomical observations is smaller than their best theoretical estimates by a factor of 10−120. 
This discrepancy has been called “the worst theoretical prediction in the history of physics!”44 It really 
is a massive fine-tuning problem. 

In addition to the CMB radiation and the ‘Axis of Evil’ mentioned above, several other anomalous 
observations suggest our observable universe is quite remarkable indeed.  For example, from 
observations of very distant quasars some have found evidence45 for a statistically significant 



correlation in the linear polarisation angles of photons in the optical spectrum over huge distances of 
the order of 1 Gpc.46 They have found a preferred axis in the sky which aligns with the cosmological 
dipole found from the preferred frame in the CMB radiation.  The preferred axis breaks the needed 
uniformity and isotropy inherent in the ΛCDM big bang model. 

One suggested solution,47 which is really to preserve the homogeneity and isotropy of the 
cosmological principle, is the proposal that dark energy is a Hubble-length-scale48  light-pseudo-
scalar field; not a particle, because the scale size is that of the observable Universe.49 The existence of 
this pseudo-scalar field violates isotropy on the local scale, meaning our whole observable Universe. 
The suggestion is that, if you could see much farther than we do, one would see many bubbles that 
have random photon polarizations from one bubble to another. The idea proposed is the bubble 
universe where we live near the centre of a bubble which then makes it unremarkable.50 

Independent buble universes.  

Flatness describes the fact that, from all 
indications, the Universe is Euclidean.51 To 
the cosmologist, this is one of the big 
questions of the century. It is yet another 
cosmological fine-tuning problem. From the 
standard model, it has been determined that 
the Universe has evolved away from the 
needed critical density52 over cosmic time. 
Therefore, it must have been closer 
to perfect flatness soon after the big 
bang.  But there is no inherent reason for 
this. 

Another intractable issue is the horizon problem, which has to do with the fact that light has not had 
enough time since the big bang to travel between what should be causally coherent regions of the 
visible universe. This means separate regions of the Universe are not causally connected—a light-
travel-time problem.53  We observe light reaching us for the first time from diametrically opposite 
sides of the Universe. In it we observe the very same properties, yet according to the believed chaotic 
nature of the early universe, temperature and density should have varied from place to place.  Why, 
then, is the Universe isotropic, the same in every direction we look? 54  This is particularly true for the 
CMB radiation where the same temperature of 2.7 K is measured in all directions to within around 
about a few parts in 100,000.  It is an incredible fine-tuning problem. 

Inflation is the answer most often given to the horizon problem. According to theory, soon after the 
initial big bang, the different regions of space started off with widely different temperatures because 
of the violent fluctuations. But, after a rapid “inflation” stage, the clumpiness of the early density 
variations was smoothed out. Inflation smoothed out all the other problems too.  However, the 
proponents have no explanation for why inflation started or even for how it stopped, or the reason 
why the laws of physics were so different for this brief but incredibly important early stage of the big 



bang. No evidence, only special pleading. Again this is circular reasoning based on an a priori 
assumption that there was no Creator. The Universe just happened. 

One of the primary attacks on creationist cosmology is the starlight-travel-time problem. How does 
light reach Earth from the most distant galaxies in the six thousand years since the Creation? As 
already stated, such a problem is not the exclusive domain of the creationist—the big bang model also 
has a light-travel-time problem. Creationist cosmology is also presuppositional and limited by the 
same constraints discussed above, except that it takes biblical history as the starting point.  The 
cosmogony of the earth, the solar system and the whole universe must conform to that 
narrative.  Coupled with our earlier understanding of the ephemeral, model-dependent and 
philosophically underpinned nature of all cosmological statements, it should be plain that to 
disbelieve a straightforward reading of Genesis because of allegedly ‘unanswerable’ light-travel issues 
is untenable. 

Though new discoveries may come in the future, which may involve new hitherto unknown particles, 
unknown unverifiable entities are not the way to advance our knowledge.  The naturalistic 
speculations of many scientists attempting to explain the properties of this universe without a Creator 
seem to increasingly border on the bizarre. For example, the invoking of the so-called multiverse, 
where the universe we live in is only one of many “bubbles” that evolved out of the primeval quantum 
foam. This is not far removed from believing in fairies in the bottom of the garden.55 

Summary and conclusion 

The fatal flaw of the big bang model of cosmic evolution is that it is based on unverifiable 
assumptions, primarily the cosmological principle. After that, key evidences are explained by 
‘unknowns’ that cannot be experimentally verified.   The big bang must be believed by faith because it 
falls outside our normal concepts of experimental science.  We have only one universe and so we 
cannot test models for the Universe by comparing it against other universes. This is cosmology’s 
Achilles’ heel.  The fact is that one cannot determine the history of the Universe from a model 
which cannot be independently tested.  The big bang cosmology is only verified in the minds of those 
who already hold to that belief that billions of years ago the Universe created itself ex nihilo. 
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